Sustainable leadership for a world in transition: a changing managerial profession

CEC European Managers, a European social partner representing around one million managers at EU-level, kindly invites you to participate in the debate on the future cornerstones of the managerial profession. In the light of the pressing economic, environmental and social challenges the EU has to face, actors as diverse as policy-makers, businesses, managers and citizens have to contribute their fair share to shape the sustainability transition.

How do managers’ skills and management practices have to evolve to contribute to a sustainable transformation of our economy, in particular on the Sustainable Development Goals? And what can we learn from companies that have effectively implemented management systems delivering better performance on key environmental, social and (long-term) economic indicators?

During the event, CEC will present its Sustainable Leadership Guidelines and host a panel debate to discuss the changing role of management in a world in transition. Furthermore, a reflection upon EU policies for better sustainability performance will be led, discussing among others the managerial VET landscape and non-financial reporting.

Please register here

You may find our Sustainable Leadership Guidelines here.

When? 17 June 2019, 15:00 - 17:30 followed by snacks and drinks
Where? Mundo B, Rue d’Edimbourg 26, 1050 Brussels, Belgium
Agenda

14:30  Registration
15:00  Welcome by CEC President Ludger Ramme
15:05  Introduction and presentation of the “Sustainable Leadership Guidelines”
15:20  Panel debate and input speeches on sustainable leadership for Europe

- Martin Rich, Future Fit Foundation
- Martin Porter, University of Cambridge Institute for Sustainability Leadership
- Ebba Öhlund, Deputy Secretary General of CEC

moderation: Jean-Philippe Steeger, CEC

17:00  Q&As
17:20  Conclusions
17:30  Cocktail reception